
Endura Products is a US manufacturer of quality components for entry door 

systems, designed to enhance performance, save time, eliminate service calls, 

and cut costs. Distributing throughout the United States and Canada, Endura 

leads the industry in delivering the highest level of component performance, 

always innovating ways to make doors work not just better—but smarter. 
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Plan of Action 
Endura partnered with Strategic 
Information Group for the company’s 
system Health Check, a unique 3-in-1 
Strategic service that evaluates client’s 
application environments, operating 
systems, and database layers. Said 
Bell, “We would do a system Health 
Check each year and I could always 
rely on the Strategic team to help.” 
Because Health Checks not only identify 
problems, but also set a remediation 
plan, the Strategic team had full visibility 
into the broad responsibilities on Bell’s 
plate. The team recommended that 
Bell partner with Strategic’s Managed 
Services team to free her to focus more 
time on more mission critical Endura 
initiatives. “It made sense,” said Bell. “I 
got to the point, because of the growth 
of the company and the additional 
responsibilities I was taking on, that it 
seemed a piece of our world was being 
neglected.”

Challenge 
Like most successful companies, Endura Products 
is always seeking ways to best use company 
talent to drive growth. But when running a lean 
manufacturing organization, that can sometimes be 
QWűPdZc͜�ReR]�fVR]�dbW]U�C25ͭb�2QM_cWeR�6DB�c^�
QaWeR�^aUM]WjMcW^]MZ�RűPWR]Ph͙�6]QdaMͭb�5WaRPc^a�^S�
System Development, Tamika Bell, knows that better 
than anyone. Her Endura journey began Hands-on, 
ZRMQW]U�M]�;F�QR_Mac\R]c�^S�cf^͙�ͩ;�P^eRaRQ�C25�
management. I did the upgrades. I handled tickets. 
;�QWQ�cVR�>W]dg�MQ\W]WbcaMcW^]͜�cVR�532�f^aY͜�cVR�
Pdbc^\�_a^UaM\\W]U͜�MZZ�^S�cVMc͙�;�fMb�W]�\h�^űPR�
with the door shut working on the system. My sole 
focus was on keeping the environment up and 
running at one hundred percent.”

But over time, it became clear that Bell’s heavy 
focus on the system administration, database 
MQ\W]WbcaMcW^]͜�M]Q�C25�MQ\W]WbcaMcW^]�YR_c�VRa�
from applying her talents elsewhere. “It became very 
challenging as our company grew for me to grow 
and take on additional responsibilities—ones the 
business needed to me to take on,” Bell said. 
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DRMQh�c^�EcMacͣ
If you’re interested in 
bringing the same peace 
of mind to your business 
operations, give Strategic 
Information Group a call  
at (803) 327-4636.

Solutions
FVR�?E6DH�cRM\�c^^Y�3RZZ�cVa^dUV�cVR�MeMWZMOZR�^_cW^]b͙�ͩ;c�
just seemed like a no-brainer to me to sign up for this. It’s so 
comforting and convenient to know that your system is being 
Z^^YRQ�MScRa�	�Χ�͙ͪ��;c�QWQ]ͭc�cMYR�Z^]U�S^a�cVR�EcaMcRUWP�?E6DH�
team to become an extension of Bell’s IT organization, taking over 
QMhc^QMh�bhbcR\�\MW]cR]M]PR�M]Q�^eRabWUVc�^S�6]QdaMͭb�C25�
6DB�R]eWa^]\R]c͜�R]bdaW]U�Wc�fMb�MZfMhb�^]R�Vd]QaRQ�_RaPR]c�
available for all integrated systems. Those included its Enterprise 
2bbRc�?M]MUR\R]c�͈62?͉�bhbcR\͜�4dbc^\Ra�ERZS�ERaeWPR�͈4EE͉�
bWcR͜�M]Q�Ba^UaRbbΟ�A_R]6QURΟ�DR_ZWPMcW^]�cVMc�aR_ZWPMcRb�^eRa�c^�
cVR�P^\_M]hͭb�QWbMbcRa�aRP^eRah�bWcR͙�FVR�?E6DH�cRM\�\M]MURb�
all of these systems for Endura. “If the team sees a problem, 
or a potential risk, they take care of it. Yes, they notify me, but I 
trust them. Since I have such a close relationship with that team, 
they’ve come to know me and how I work.  Even if they can’t get 
in touch with me, they know how I would want a situation handled, 

so they handle it.” 

Results
The partnership has provided above and beyond the peace of 
mind Bell needed to ensure her IT department delivers broader 
company value at all times. “Whenever something happens in 
the system, they’re on it,” said Bell. “They stay in contact with me 
M]Q�YRR_�\R�d_QMcRQ͜�b^�;�PM]�P^\\d]WPMcR�RŪRPcWeRZh�fWcV�\h�
executive team. I’m able to tell them what’s coming next, when 
the system will be available, and then really focus on coordinating 
with departments within the organization to keep business 
moving.” Bell meets monthly with her Strategic partners to review 
metrics and opportunities for ways Endura can better optimize its 
bhbcR\�^a�cMYR�MQeM]cMUR�^S�]Rf�C25�d_QMcRb͙�3RZZ�X^YRQ�cVMc�
VMeW]U�cVR�EcaMcRUWP�?E6DH�cRM\�W]�VRa�P^a]Ra�Wb�ZWYR�VMeW]U�M]�;F�
team that never takes vacation. “Once on my own vacation, I was 
in the basement of the Louvre in Paris with no cell service. That’s 
fVR]�fR�VMQ�M�P^\_ZRcR�bhbcR\�PaMbV͙�FVR�?E6DH�cRM\�f^aYRQ�
fWcV�\h�bcMŪ�^]bWcR�M]Q�bcdPY�fWcV�Wc�d]cWZ�cVRh�U^c�db�OMPY�d_͙�;cͭb�
]^c�^]Zh�\h�_Rab^]MZ�aRZMcW^]bVW_�fWcV�cVR�?E6DH�cRM\͝�\h�R]cWaR�
IT department has built that relationship. The Managed Services 
team is truly, truly always there.” 

Now that I have the 

Managed Services 

team, I’m able to focus 

on more strategic 

initiatives to keep the 

business moving. If 

something happens 

with the system, I trust 

they will have it.
TAMIKA BELL, DIRECTOR OF SYSTEM 
DEVELOPMENT, ENDURA PRODUCTS
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